MEMORANDUM
TO: Plan Commission
FROM: Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner and Dan Nakahara, Planner
DATE: June 8, 2018
RE: Prefiling Conference on the request for a Special Use to permit the establishment
of a Goddard School and an amendment to the Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center
at 475 Lake Cook Road (Goddard System Inc. and Deerfield Park Plaza).
The purpose of the prefiling conference is to provide the applicant with feedback, input,
and reaction to their proposal in a workshop setting.
Subject Property
The subject property is known as Deerfield Park Plaza Shopping Center. It is zoned
C-2 Outlying Commercial District and is a commercial Planned Unit Development.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: (across Lake Cook Road) C-2 Outlying Commercial District and I-2B Limited
Industrial District, Kleinschmidt and 420 Building
South and East: C-2 Outlying Commercial District, Deerbrook Shopping Center
West: (across railroad tracks) P-1 Public Lands District and C-2 Outlying Commercial
District - Metra commuter rail station, Home Depot, El Tradicional Restaurant,
McAlister’s Deli Restaurant, and the former Peapod.
Proposed Plan
The petitioners are proposing to establish a Goddard child enrichment center consisting
of 10,325 square feet of interior space (in the former Abruzzo and Thai Thai space) and
approximately 5,000 square feet of fenced outdoor playground space in an area that is
currently used as parking. The building will include nine classrooms for children ages 6
weeks to 6 years old, a multipurpose room/gym, teachers' lounge, kitchen, two offices,
restrooms, and storage spaces. The classrooms will range in capacity from eight
students in the 6week-12-month classroom up to twenty students in the 3-5-year-old
preschool age rooms. The outdoor playground space will be divided into two areas for
older and younger children and is accessible from an entrance from the building. The
fence around the playground will have an emergency access only gate. The
petitioner’s plans indicate that the school would have the capacity for 140 students
when opening and the interior layout is in accordance with the DCFS and Goddard
regulations.
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To fully staff the classrooms, the petitioner’s material indicate that they would employ
eighteen (18) teachers at a minimum but as enrollment grows, they will hire additional
Head Teachers and classroom personnel as needed to maintain optimal teacher to
student ratios. In addition to the teachers, the school will have its own full-time director
and the franchisee will have a full-time onsite presence as well.
The Goddard School will be open Monday through Friday from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm.
The children will be dropped off each morning and picked up in the afternoon by their
parent/guardian. The main entrance will be on the north side of the building. Parents
will park on the west side of the building and north of the playground. Children will be
walked into and from the school each morning and afternoon. When picked up, the
parent/guardian is required to park and come into the school and greet the child or
children in their classroom. Drop-off and pick up will take between 3-5 minutes each.
The petitioner plans to have 13 designated parking spaces and 1 accessible parking
space for drop-offs and pickups located immediately on the west side of the building
near the main entrance. The rest of the plaza parking meets the requirements for
accessibility parking as well. There will be no drop-off lane to allow for stacking as many
other schools have adopted for the drop-off/pickup process. The proposed Goddard
school will not have a bus for transportation of students for field trips or other
transportation needs.
The petitioner is planning to serve a hot lunch each day along with two snacks. Snacks
will be served between 9:30 am and 10:00 am, lunch between 11:30 am and 12:30 pm
and then snacks again when the children wake up from their nap. The Goddard school
menus meet the UDSA guidelines for lunches in childcare centers and it is Goddard’s r
goal to provide nutritional lunches and snacks. The petitioner plans to have a
convection oven in the kitchen for either cooking and/or warming up daily lunches.
There will be no open gas/fire cook stoves in the kitchen, so extra kitchen equipment
will not be necessary.
The petitioner’s plans indicate site changes to the adjacent west parking lot to
accommodate the new outdoor play area. Approximately 39 parking spaces are
currently provided adjacent to the building on the west side. With the proposed plans,
the southern portion of the existing parking area will be redeveloped to create the
playground area eliminating approximately 24 parking spaces. Approximately 14
parking spaces north of the playground will remain and will be designated for drop-offs
and pick-ups. New fencing will be added to enclose the play area.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking a Special Use for a childcare facility in the former Thai Thai
and Abruzzo restaurant spaces.
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The petitioners are also requesting an amendment to the Deerfield Park Plaza planned
unit development to allow for site plan changes. The petitioners are seeking approval to
close a portion of the parking lot to the west of the 475 Lake Cook Road building to
install an outdoor play area on the west side of the building.
Parking
Parking for Deerfield Park Plaza is shared among all the users of the shopping center.
A total of 540 spaces are required for the various uses in the shopping center.
Deerfield Park District Sachs Rec Center (approximately 97,584 square feet)
requires 49.3 parking spaces (148/3 = 49.3).
Barking Lot Facility (15,814 square feet): 24 spaces required when using the
parking requirement of one (1) parking space per employee on the premises
plus one (1) parking space for each ten (10) animals boarded.
Retail Uses: 46,172/200 = 230.86 spaces.
PNC Bank: 3,475/200 = 17.37 spaces.
Office Uses: 19,667/250 = 78.66 spaces (includes 8,000 s.f. Secretary of State
office use).
Proposed Goddard School (10,325 s.f.): 33 parking spaces required when using
the parking requirement of one parking space for each 10 students and one
parking space for each teacher/employee.
Jimmy Thai Restaurant: 3,800 s.f. = 63.33
Taco Vida Restaurant: 1,068 s.f. = 13.35 spaces.
Dunkin Donuts & Baskin Robbins Restaurant: 3,396 s.f. = 29.71 spaces.
Total Required Spaces: 540 (539.58) spaces are required for Deerfield Park
Plaza.
Parking provided at Deerfield Park Plaza: The Deerfield Park Plaza PUD property has a
total of 776 parking spaces including 27 handicapped parking spaces.
Parking and Traffic Study
The petitioner’s have submitted a traffic and parking study conducted by KLOA, Inc.
dated May 24, 2018, which summarizes trip generation and site access evaluation for
the proposed Goddard School day care facility at 475 Lake Cook Road within the
Deerfield Park Plaza. The study indicates the facility will be open Monday through
Friday between 7:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. and will have 19 staff (18 teachers and one
director) with a maximum enrollment of 140 children.
The volume of traffic that will be generated by the proposed day care center was
estimated based on vehicle trip generation rates contained in Trip Generation Manual,
10th Edition, published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). Land-Use
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Code 565 rates were used to estimate the trips to be generated by the proposed
Goddard School. Table 1 on page 3 shows the site-generated traffic volumes for the
proposed development.
The drop-off/pick-up of children will occur on the west side of the building where 14
parking spaces will be designated for drop-off/pick-up operations. Parents/guardian will
be required to park their vehicles and escort their children in and out of the facility. The
study indicates that based on KLOA Inc. observations of other day care centers, the
drop-off process takes about two to three minutes on average while the pick-up process
takes about five to six minutes. The study notes that the day care allows for children to
be dropped off and picked up at any time with no specific start or dismissal time so it is
anticipated that the drop-off and pick-up operations will work efficiently with no
significant traffic issues and that the designated parking spaces will be sufficient.
Access to the 14 drop-off/pick-up spaces will be provided internally via an existing
access drive off the internal ring road serving the Deerfield Park Plaza. The study
recommends wayfinding signage directing parents to the drop-off/pick-up area and that
signs should be provided indicating the restriction of this parking area for use by
parents dropping off and picking up their children. Also, since the playground area will
create a dead-end parking field, a parking space will have to be striped out to allow for
a vehicle to turn around as shown on Sheet C2 Dimensioned Site Plan.
There will be approximately 14 parking spaces adjacent to the building will be
designated for drop-off/pick-up and the staff will park in the parking field located south
of The Baking Lot dog day care. This parking area provides approximately 27 parking
spaces. The study indicates that given the designated parking spaces, employee
parking and the fact that parking within the Deerfield Park Plaza is shared by all of the
tenants; sufficient parking spaces should be available to accommodate the anticipated
peak parking demand of the proposed day care center.
Access
The existing vehicular access points to the Deerfield Park Plaza PUD will not change as
a result of the proposed school. The main signalized access point is on Lake Cook
Road and there are two access points to Deerbrook Deerbrook Shopping Center, one
at the north end by Jewel and National City Bank for westbound traffic only and one at
the south end near the proposed Goddard School that has full cross-access between
both properties.
In regards to the improvements to the signalized intersection at Lake Cook Road and
Deerfield Park Plaza, the Village Engineering Department has informed staff that
Deerbrook has awarded the construction contract. The contractor who will be making
the improvements to that intersection for the northbround dual left turns out of Deerfield
Park Plaza is coordinating their construction schedule.
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Signage
Wall signs
Number:
Permitted: For each use occupying a ground floor, one (1) sign facing a public
street, public right-of-way, or parking area.
Proposed: Three (3) wall signs are proposed for The Goddard School - one on
the north, south and west walls of the building. Two colors are proposed for the
signs (blue and white).
Area:
Permitted: The Zoning Ordinance allows 8% of the area of the wall or 80 square
feet for a front and rear wall whichever is greater, and 4% of the area of the wall
or 40 square feet for a sidewall, whichever is greater.
Front (north) Wall: The north wall is approximately 1,135.57 square feet in area.
8% of the north wall is 90.85 square feet.
Rear (south) Wall: The south wall is approximately 1,024.45 square feet in area.
8% of the south wall is 81.92 square feet in area.
Side (west) Wall: The west wall is approximately 3,153.27 square feet in area.
4% of the west is 126.13 square feet in area.
Proposed: The size of each of the proposed wall signs (when a box is placed
around all the sign elements) is as follows:
Front (north) wall sign is approximately 28.75’ by 3.51’ (100.91 s.f.).
Rear (south) wall sign is approximately 27.30’ by 3.51’ (95.82 s.f.).
Side (west) wall sign is approximately 35.48’ by 4.08’ (144.76 s.f.).
The front (north), rear (south) and side (west) wall signs will each need an
exception (used to be called a variation) for the area of the sign face as the signs
go beyond the size allowed by the zoning ordinance.
Location:
Permitted: Walls signs may be located on the outermost wall of the principal
building fronting a public street, public right-way, easement for access or parking
area.
Proposed: Located on the north, south and west walls of the building.
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Height:
Permitted: Wall signs may not project higher than the parapet line of the roof or
more than 30 feet above curb level, whichever is lower.
Proposed: An exception would be necessary to allow the west wall sign to be
located above the roof deck of the building.
Illumination:
Permitted: Any illuminated sign located within 120 feet of a residential district
shall be extinguished at the close of business or 11:00 p.m. whichever is later.
Proposed: Internally illuminated.
Approved Sign Criteria for Lake Cook Plaza
The sign criteria for Lake Cook Plaza allow wall signs with one line of letters to be a
maximum of 24 inches in height. If two lines are used, the total wall sign height shall
not exceed 36 inches. The Goddard logo is 3’6” as indicated on Sheet A2.1 and logos
have been allowed to go beyond the 24 inches in the past (Nick’s Fish Market and Thai
Thai). Any signage differing from sign criteria will require written approval approved by
the ownership of the shopping center.
Pylon Signage on Lake Cook Road
If the petitioners are planning to place Goddard panel on the pylon a drawing will need
to be submitted.
Directional Signage at Entrance
There is a directional ground sign at the T intersection of the shopping center. If the
petitioners are planning to place a Goddard panel on the ground sign a drawing will
need to be submitted.
Directional Signage
Directional signage is permitted to be no larger than two square feet and nonilluminated. The petitioner’s sign plan does not indicate any directional are requested.
The petitioner will have to submit drawings of proposed signage if they are going to
designate parking spaces for drop-off and pick-up.
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Appearance Review Commission (ARC)
The petitioners will have to seek approval for the aesthetics/appearance for any exterior
modifications including the proposed outdoor playground area, and signage from the
ARC.
Submittal List
Staff has provided the petitioners with a submittal list for the proposed development.
The submittal list is attached.
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April 24, 2018
Below is a list of the submittals that would need to be provided for the Plan Commission
prefiling conference and public hearing for the proposed Special Use for the proposed
Goddard.
Due Dates for Plans
Two (2) sets of plans are due three (3) weeks prior to the prefiling conference and
public hearing for staff review and comments. All submittals (4 sets of paper plans and
one electronic copy) are then due two (2) weeks in advance of the prefiling conference
and the public hearing for the Plan Commission.
Prefiling Conference (workshop meeting) Submittals
A prefiling conference (an informal workshop meeting) with the Plan Commission will
provide feedback, input and direction prior to the public hearing. For a prefiling
conference, the following submittals will be needed: a detailed written project
description, a scaled site plan with data table, scaled building elevation drawings
including proposed wall signage, a preliminary landscape plan, and some traffic and
parking analysis (a preliminary report). The Plan Commission will be very concerned
about safety of the children. It is our understanding that there will be no dropping off of
children from vehicles at this location and all children will be walked into and out of the
building. Please verify this in your project narrative, as well as explain the traffic
circulation for the facility.
Public Hearing Submittals
•

A detailed written description of the proposed restaurant operations at this
location will need to be submitted. The written description needs to include items
such as: a description of the day care/school concept proposed; hours of
operation, maximum number of children in the preschool maximum capacity of
the facility for children and employess, peak hours (busiest times) of the school,
total number of employees (include the maximum working at one time), gross
square footage of the building, information about deliveries/loading (location,
hours of delivery), company background, etc. It is our understanding that there
will be no drop off operation at this location and all children will be walked into
and out of the building. The Plan Commission will be very concerned about the
safety needs of the children. Please verify in your project narrative how vehicle
circulation will work when children are dropped off and traffic circulation around
the outdoor play area.

•

A scaled site plan of the property will need to be submitted. Provide a data table
that indicates the gross square footage of the space you will occupy, the number
of parking spaces including handicapped spaces, and the building capacity. The
site plan will need to show the proposed outdoor play ground, the refuse/trash
area enclosure, delivery areas, landscaping, sidewalks, benches, bike racks, flag
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poles (commercial flags are not allowed), etc. If you are planning to designate
any parking spaces in the lot for drop-off/pick-up, these will need to be shown on
the site plan, and also show any signage proposed for the drop-off/pick-up
parking space(s). This signage, as well as any other directional signage on the
property must be under 2 square feet and non-illuminated and non-commercial.
If any proposed directional signage on the site is over 2 square feet in area and
illuminated, you will need to seek a sign exception. The location of any delivery
vehicle(s) used in conjunction with the day care/school must be designated on
the site plan. Any pedestrian connections to surrounding properties, needs to be
shown on the site plan. Since safety will be a major concern, please provide
details about the curb around the new outdoor play area and bollards and
barriers used at the perimeter of the play area.
•

A traffic and parking analysis prepared by a professional traffic engineer is
necessary for the proposed daycare Special Use. The Plan Commission will be
analyzing if the site will be able to safely accommodate the traffic generated by
the proposed daycare facility. Safe access, circulation, and any queuing are all
key issues that will be examined closely by the Plan Commission. It is our
understanding that there will be no dropping off of children from vehicles at this
location and all children will be walked into and out of the building. Please verify
in your project narrative. The Plan Commission will also be examining if there will
be enough parking on site for the proposed facility. Required parking is based on
the number of teachers, students and employees for the use. The traffic and
parking consultant must testify at the public meetings.

•

A scaled floor plan of the proposed facility will need to be submitted.

•

Scaled building elevation drawings of each wall of the facility. The building
elevation drawings will need to detail all the proposed exterior building materials
and colors, and includes details for building lighting, awnings, all exterior signage
(see below) building entrances, etc. All of these details have to be shown on the
detailed, scaled elevation drawings with an exterior materials legend provided on
the elevation drawings. Color and material samples of the exterior materials
must be brought to the meetings.

•

All of the proposed exterior wall signs must be shown on the building elevation
drawings and dimensions given for the signs’ placement on the wall. Scaled
drawings showing all of the proposed exterior wall signage including the size,
content, colors, lighting, materials, and placement on the wall are required. The
size of the letters needs to be indicated on the plans. Walls signs must be in
proportion to the size of the wall on which they are placed. Front and rear wall
signs cannot exceed 8% of the area of the wall to which the sign is affixed, or 80
square feet, whichever is greater. Side wall signs cannot exceed 4% of the area
of the wall to which the sign is affixed, or 40 square feet, whichever is greater. In
calculating the area of the wall on which the wall sign is placed, the area of the
wall is measured from grade to the top of the roof deck. The 4% and 8% are not
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givens, the signs must be in proportion to the walls. Signs are measured by
placing a box around all the outermost points of sign elements. There can be no
more than one (1) business wall sign per elevation facing a public street, public
right-of-way, easement for access, or parking area. Wall signs can contain the
name of the facility and a logo. Additional wall signs that list products or services
are not allowed by the Zoning Ordinance and Appearance Code. No exposed
neon is allowed on the exterior of the building. Neon signage is only allowed on
the inside of a window (8% of the area of a window can be neon). Electronic
signs and exposed LED signs, inside or outside, aren’t allowed by the Zoning
Ordinance. Any signs on the awnings are considered to be wall signs under the
Zoning Ordinance. Bring all color and material samples of all the proposed
exterior wall signage to the meetings. Wall signs are not allowed to project
above the roof deck of a building. The top of the roof deck of the building must
also be shown on the building elevation drawings with a dashed line. The
Deerfield Park Plaza shopping center has an approved sign criteria. Attached is
Deerfield Park Plaza sign criteria for the shopping center.
•

The Village has window sign regulations for all commercial businesses in the
commercial districts which are available online at www.deerfield.il.us then click
on Businesses  New Business  Regulations  Window Sign Regulations.

•

A scaled elevation drawing of the signage panel for the existing pylon sign has to
be submitted (all details of the panel - the colors, size of letters, dimensions of
the letters and borders, etc. have to be provided on the drawing). The Deerfield
Park Plaza shopping center has an approved sign criteria for their pylon signs.
Attached is Deerfield Park Plaza sign criteria for the shopping center.

•

Please address the Plan Commission’s seven Special Use standards (attached)
in writing.

•

The details for the outdoor play area need to be provided including:
o Dimensions of the proposed outdoor play area on the scaled site plan.
o The proposed enclosure of the outdoor play area must be shown on the
site plan and an elevation drawing submitted of the enclosure.
o What is the capacity of the play area?
o The type of outdoor structure proposed (provide a spec sheet or some
drawing to show the style of structures and colors).
o The details of the proposed enclosure for the outdoor play area (e.g.
drawings for the fence, railings, posts with chains, planter boxes, colors of
these items, etc.). A scaled drawing of the proposed enclosure will need
to be submitted.
o If any umbrellas or sun shielding are to be used in the outdoor play
area(s), a drawing or specifications need to be submitted along with the
color of the umbrellas/shields needs to be provided and a color and
material sample needs to be brought to the meeting (no signage or logos
of any type are allowed on the umbrellas or shields).
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•

Any cooking or serving of food on the premises will require a health inspection
with the Lake County Health Department, Please contact the Lake County
Health Department at (847)360-6760, for more information.

•

A detailed landscaping plan including a table on the plan with the type (species)
of planting materials, location, quantity and size at the time of planting. If any
existing trees are to be removed or saved, that needs to be shown on the
landscape plan.

•

All new rooftop mechanical equipment must be screened from view. Show all
roof screening on the building elevation drawings. Also, a roof plan showing the
location of the rooftop mechanical equipment will need to be submitted.

•

Trash/refuse areas must be fully screened from view. An elevation drawing must
be submitted and the trash/refuse area must be shown on the site plan. The
trash/refuse area needs to be big enough to hold all the trash containers inside
the screened area, including any recycling containers and bins.

•

If new parking lot lighting is proposed, a lighting plan will need to be submitted.
Detailed information has to be submitted including: a photometrics plans showing
lighting output on the property (including at the property lines where the output
needs to be zero -, i.e., lighting cannot spill over the property lines), the location,
height, and color of the proposed light poles, a drawing of the proposed light
fixture, and the output of the proposed lights. The location of any lighting on the
building itself must be shown on the elevation drawings. The hours of the
parking lot light/timing of the lighting needs to be indicated on the plans.

•

Please include any sustainable (green) elements in your written materials and on
the plans. The Village encourages the use of green design elements in your
plans to lessen the impact of the development on the environment.

•

At this time, please begin discussions with the Village Engineering Department
regarding stormwater drainage, sanitary sewage, and water mains, and any other
issues they might have. For a Special Use, you must submit preliminary
engineering (stormwater management plan, grading and utility plans) to the Plan
Commission and demonstrate to them that the drainage plans and utility plans for
the property will work. Any sustainable (green) stormwater management
elements must also be including on the engineering plans. The Engineering
Department needs to review the preliminary engineering plans for the property
and any necessary revisions need to be made to the plans prior to the
submission of preliminary engineering plans to the Plan Commission. Final
engineering plans will have to be approved by the Village Engineer prior to the
issuing of a building permit. If any new retaining walls are proposed, indicate the
location and height on the site plan and the engineering plans. The contact is
Bob Phillips (Deputy Director of Public Works) at (847) 317-2490.
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•

The Northbrook Fire Department must approve the site plan for emergency
vehicle accessibility as they have jurisdiction south of Lake Cook Road. Submit
a site plan directly to the Director of Fire Prevention for approval. The Plan
Commission will need a letter in their submittal packet from the Fire Department
approving the site plan for emergency vehicle accessibility. The Fire Marshal
can be reached at 847/664-4501

•

The Village contracts with the Lake County Health Department (for the entire
Village, even though this property is in Cook County) for food service health
inspections. You should contact the Lake County Health Department at (847)
360-6760 directly for their requirements for food service facilities, including any
outdoor play areas.

The Plan Commission is a recommending body of the Village Board of Trustees. The
Village Board of Trustees will consider the recommendation and has a final decision on
the matter. If the Village Board approves the Special Use for the restaurant, an
ordinance is prepared by the Village Attorney that goes through two (2) readings at the
next two Board meetings. Only after the second reading of the ordinance is passed, is
the Special Use approved. In addition to being present at the Board of Trustees
meeting where the Plan Commission recommendation is considered, representatives
for your proposal must also be present at both readings of the ordinance to answer any
additional questions that might come up. After approval of the second reading of the
ordinance, a building permit can be turned into the Building Department for review.
Review time varies depending on the time of the year but sometimes the building review
time can run up to four to six weeks.
The Village has an Appearance Review Commission (ARC) which must approve any
exterior changes to the building or site that are part of this project, this includes any
signage, changes to the building elevations, and changes to the landscaping or site
lighting. The contact for the ARC is Jean Spagnoli at (847) 719-7483. For questions
about the ARC preliminary review and final review, please contact Jean at this time.
With larger projects, the ARC typically holds a preliminary meeting and then if the use is
approved, the petitioners come back to the ARC for final approval. The Village’s
Appearance Code is online and needs to be reviewed and consulted as you design the
facade and signage, as well as any changes to the site plan.
The Plan Commission application is attached. The applicant is always the current
property owner and they must sign off on the application. The current property owner
must submit the most current plat of survey and proof of ownership (a deed and a title
policy) with the Plan Commission application. The Board Room presentation/set up
requirements are explained as part of the application.
Please provide this list of submittals to all of your consultants so they are aware of the
level of detail needed.
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Questions regarding building permits and building codes, can be directed to Clint
Case, Code Enforcement Supervisor, at (847) 719-7472.
Goddard School Tentative Timeline
May 24

May 31
Jun 14
Jun 14
Jun 15
Jun 21
Jun 21
Jun 26
Jun 28
Jul 12
Aug 6
Aug 20
Sep 4

Two (2) complete paper copies of Development Plans are due for
Staff Review (staff provides submittal list at beginning of the
project)
Four (4) complete paper copies of Development Plans and an
electronic version of the plans are due.
Plan Commission Prefiling Conference Meeting
Plan Commission, Indemnity Form, & Application Fee Due
Legal Notice to the Newspaper (Village sends legal to newspaper)
Legal Notice Published in Newspaper
Two (2) complete paper copies of Development Plans are due for
Staff Review
Certified Mail with Return Receipt Mailing deadline (staff will
provide detailed instructions regarding mailing notification)
Four (4) complete paper copies of Development Plans and an
electronic version of the plans are due.
Plan Commission Public Hearing
Village Board consideration of Plan Commission Recommendation
Village Board of Trustees Meeting – First Reading of Ordinance
Village Board of Trustees Meeting – Second Reading of Ordinance

If you have any questions, please contact us:
Sincerely,
Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
847-719-7482
jryckaert@deerfield.il.us

Dan Nakahara, Planner
847-719-7480
dnakahara@deerfield.il.us
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SPECIAL USE CRITERIA
Does it meet the standards for a Special Use? A Special Use shall be authorized only
when the Plan Commission finds all of the following:
1. Compatible with Existing Development
The nature and intensity of the activities involved and the size, placement and
design of any structures proposed will be so planned that the Special Use will be
compatible with the existing development and will not impede the normal and
orderly development and improvement of surrounding property.
2. Lot of Sufficient Size
The size of the lot will be sufficient for the use proposed.
3. Traffic
The location of the Special Use within the Village will be such that adverse
effects on surrounding properties will be minimal, particularly regarding the
traffic generated by the Special Use.
4. Parking and Access
Parking areas will be of adequate size for the particular use and properly located,
and the entrance and exit drives will be laid out so as to prevent traffic hazards
and nuisances.
5. Effect on Neighborhood
In all respects the Special Use will not be significantly or materially detrimental
to_the health, safety and welfare of the public or injurious to the other property or
improvements in the neighborhood, nor will it diminish or impair property values
in the surrounding area.
6. Adequate Facilities
That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities
have been or are being provided.
7. Adequate Buffering
Adequate fencing and/or screening shall be provided to ensure the enjoyment of
surrounding properties, to provide for the public safety or to screen parking areas
and other visually incompatible uses.
8. If in C-1 Village Center District: That the establishment of the Special Use will
not be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as a retail
center for the Village.

